Abstract. Mans eld showed how to induce representations of crossed products of Calgebras by coactions from crossed products by quotient groups and proved an imprimitivity theorem characterising these induced representations. We give an alternative construction of his bimodule in the case of dual coactions, based on the symmetric imprimitivity theorem of the third author; this provides a more workable way of inducing representations of crossed products of C -algebras by dual coactions. The construction works for homogeneous spaces as well as quotient groups, and we prove an imprimitivity theorem for these induced representations.
isomorphisms in detail, and show how our bimodule can be used to induce representations from G=H to G even when H is not normal.
Although it is not clear in general how to de ne coactions of homogeneous spaces, let alone their crossed products (see the discussion at the start of x2), there is considerable evidence that our inducing process is a step in the right direction. There is an appropriate imprimitivity theorem (Proposition 2.8), the induction process interacts with Green induction and duality as one would expect from the results of 2] and 8] (Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.3), and our bimodule is isomorphic to Mans eld's when the subgroup H is normal and amenable (Theorem 4.1).
When the subgroup H is normal but not amenable, the relationship between our bimodule and the extension of Man eld's in 7, x3] becomes quite subtle. There are two candidates for the crossed product (A G) G=H: the spatial version on H L 2 (G) used in 7] , and the imprimitivity algebra C 0 (G=H; A) G. We believe that one can usefully view the former as a reduced crossed product by the homogeneous space, and the latter as a full crossed product. We discuss this in detail in x2. However, that the two can be di erent has an interesting consequence: the bimodule used in 7] can be a proper quotient of the one we construct in x1. Thus for nonamenable subgroups, our Morita equivalence is analogous to Green's equivalence of A H and C 0 (G=H; A) G, whereas 7, Theorem 3.3] is analogous to that of the reduced crossed products A r H and C 0 (G=H; A) r G.
While we are discussing crossed products by homogeneous spaces, it is worth pointing out that for any coaction (B; G; ) and any closed subgroup H, the spatially de ned algebra B G=H is Morita equivalent to (B G) b ;r H; however, this equivalence is obtained as a composition of other equivalences, and is not obviously implemented by any one concretely de ned bimodule. We discuss this weak version of Mans eld's Imprimitivity Theorem in an appendix.
Preliminaries
Let G be a locally compact group; we always use left Haar measure on G. We (G) . If H is a closed subgroup of G, we identify A C 0 (G=H) with C 0 (G=H; A); we write for the diagonal action of G on either, so that ( ) t (f)(sH) = f(t ?1 sH) for f 2 C 0 (G=H; A). We use to denote the action of G on C 0 (G) by right translation: t (f)(s) := f(st). 
If is a nondegenerate representation of B, the induced representation Ind of (B; G; )
is the covariant representation ((
We shall follow the conventions of 17] concerning dual actions and coactions.
The symmetric imprimitivity theorem
We begin by recalling the symmetric imprimitivity theorem of 15]. Our conventions will be slightly di erent from those used there; here the second group L acts on the right of the locally compact space P. To convert to the two-left-actions situation of 15], just let l p = p l ?1 .
Consider a C -algebra D, two locally compact groups K and L, and a locally compact space P; suppose that K acts freely and properly on the left of P, and that L acts likewise on the right, and that these actions commute (i.e. k (p l) = (k p) l). Suppose also that we have commuting actions of K and of L on D. Recall that for the left action of K we de ne the induced C -algebra Ind to be the set of continuous bounded functions f : P ! D such that f(k p) = k (f(p)) for all k 2 K and p 2 P, and such that the function Kp 7 ! kf(p)k vanishes at in nity on K n P. For the right action of L we de ne the induced C -algebra Ind to be the set of continuous bounded functions f : P ! D such that f(p l) = l ?1 (f(p)) for all p 2 P and l 2 L, and such that the function pL 7 ! kf(p)k vanishes at in nity on P=L. The induced algebras are C -algebras with pointwise operations, and carry actions : K ! Aut(Ind ) and : L ! Aut(Ind ) given by k (f)(p) = k (f(k ?1 p)) and l (f)(p) = l (f(p l)): Then 15, Theorem 1.1] states that C c (P; D) can be given a pre-imprimitivity bimodule structure which completes to give a Morita equivalence between Ind K and Ind L.
The actions and inner products are given for b 2 C c (K; Ind ) Ind K, x and y in C c (P; D), and c 2 C c (L; Ind ) Ind L as follows: As above, since the operations on both algebras are pointwise, is an isomorphism. Moreover, is { equivariant:
Thus induces the second identi cation of crossed products.
The isomorphisms of the proof of Proposition 1.1 can be used to make C c (G G; A) explicitly a C c (H G G; A) { C c (G G=H; A) pre-imprimitivity bimodule. However, for technical reasons, we shall combine these with the automorphism of C c (G G; A) de ned by (x)(r; s) = x(r; rs ?1 ) G (r) 1 
:
This gives a bimodule structure which is more natural for our considerations in Section 4.
The resulting actions and inner products are given, for f 2 C c (H G G; A), x and y in C c (G G; A), and g 2 C c (G G=H; A) as follows: ( 1.5) 2. Inducing representations from homogeneous spaces It is a major defect of the current theory of crossed products by coactions that we do not know how to best de ne coactions of homogeneous spaces and their crossed products.
However, if we start with a coaction of G on B, and H is a closed subgroup of G, we can obtain what should be covariant representations of (B; G=H; ) by restricting covariant representations ( ; ) of (B; G; ): just extend to the multiplier algebra M(C 0 (G)) = C b (G) and restrict it to the subalgebra C 0 (G=H) of functions constant on H-cosets. In particular, we can restrict a regular representation (( ) ; 1 M), and de ne the reduced crossed product B ;r G=H to be the C -subalgebra of B(H L 2 (G)) generated by the operators
so B ;r G=H is actually a subalgebra of M(B G); thus, with the proviso that Ind is faithful, the isomorphism class of B ;r G=H is independent of the choice of . Remark 2.1. (1) We have chosen the notation B ;r G=H to stress that the reduced crossed product depends on the coaction , and, implicitly, on the group G. 
is a covariant representation of (A G; G=N; b j). Thus we deduce from Lemma 2.2 that
), and hence there
(2.2) Equations (2.1) and (2.2) imply that is an inverse for .
For the last statement, let ( U) be a representation of (A G) b j G=N. With a 2 A, z 2 C c (G), and f 2 C c (G=N), k A k C(G=N) (a f)k G (z) is a typical enough element of C 0 (G=N; A) G, and we have:
For the rest of this section, : G ! Aut A will be an action of a locally compact group, and H an arbitrary closed subgroup of G. Lemma 2.2 suggests that it is reasonable to say that a pair of representations ( U; ) of (A G; C 0 (G=H)) is a covariant representation of (A G; G=H; b ) if the ranges of and commute and ( ; U) is a covariant representation of (C 0 (G=H; A); G;
). Then we can view C 0 (G=H; A) G as a full crossed product of A G by the \coaction" b of the homogeneous space G=H.
We now want to discuss the \regular representations" of this full crossed product. But rst we need to know that certain representations of A G induce to faithful representations of (A G) b G, so that we can use them to de ne the reduced crossed product (A G) b ;r G=H. Lemma 2.4. Let ( ; U) be a covariant representation of (A; G; ) such that is faithful.
Then the representation Ind( U) of (A G) b G is faithful; so is the corresponding representation ( M) (U ) of (A C 0 (G)) G.
Proof. Since G is precisely (one realisation of) the reduced crossed product (A G) b ;r G=H. We shall call this representation the regular representation of C 0 (G=H; A) G induced from ( ; U). As we shall see, this representation is not always faithful.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose ( ; U) is a covariant representation of (A; G; ) on H and is faithful. Then the regular representation ( Mj) (U ) induces an isomorphism of (A C 0 (G=H)) ;r G onto (A G) b ;r G=H.
Proof. In view of the preceding remarks, it is enough to prove that the kernel of ( Mj) (U ) is precisely the kernel of a regular representation of (A C 0 (G=H)) G. bimodule, and use it to induce representations from the reduced crossed product. We shall see in Theorem 4.1 that this induction process agrees with the one studied in 12, 7] for normal H.
Induction and duality
In this section we show that, modulo duality, our induction process for dual systems is the inverse of Green induction. Before stating our theorem, we describe the three bimodules involved.
Consider an action : G ! Aut A and a closed, not-necessarily-normal subgroup H of G. Recall For the proof, we shall need the special case of the following lemma in which A and B are the identity; the general case will be used in x4. To see that Z 0 is dense in Z G G=N (A G), note that the inductive limit topology dominates the imprimitivity bimodule topology on C c (G G; A) 15 Since is multiplicative with respect to this operation, this gives
To verify (4.5) and (4.6), we rst let a z f 2 Z 0 and 2 L Remark 5.6. As we pointed out in the introduction, it would be preferable to have a more concrete bimodule implementing the equivalence. We do not know whether the original construction of Mans eld can be modi ed to avoid the assumption of normality.
